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Our world today is suffering from a severity of consequential problems. This
century has seen the fastest and most devastating effects to our planet and
mankind. The tropical rainforest is just one area of our world that is exhibiting
the devastating effects of human influence. It is estimated that an average of
one plant or animal species becomes extinct every hour. Poaching, (to hunt or
kill a plant or animal illegally) and destruction of habitat are endangering the
wildlife of the tropical rainforests. If we continue to obliterate our rainforest we
are leaving a destructive path for thousands of species, including mankind.
There is A Fragile Balance that must co-exist in our world, where one life exists
through the demise of another.
With the opportunity to make an animated film, I could portray the significant
issues of our world and let my imagination tell the story. In a film there are
often powerful messages, sometimes telling us the scary truth about mankind.
In the famous sci-fi horror film "Aliens", Lieutenant Ripley, the leader against an
alien crusade, confronts Burke who wants to sacrifice two humans, by
impregnating them with an alien to take back to earth. Ripley tells Burke, 'You
don't see them fucking each other (the aliens) over for a god-damn
percentage."
If he succeeded he would have jeopardized the lives of everyone
on earth from this alien species, for wealth and power.
Animated movies have broken out of the traditional "cat chases
mouse"




portray serious issues of
betrayal, greed, and abandonment Although, there were instances of humor
one cannot overlook these powerful messages. Through the art of animation I
shared my vision that everything must have a balance. The more we take for
granted the more fragile it gets.
After I established what the film would be about I began developing the story.
development of Otoru
What was my intention going to be? How did I want the audience to feel?
Poaching is one of the primary threats to wildlife due to the large profit in the
illegal trading of exotic animals. There is a large market for animal parts all over
the world, such as, rhinoceros horns, elephant tusks, furs and gorilla heads and
hands. These animals face extinction. Their declining numbers make the
demands for these animals higher and more profitable in the illegal trade.
While researching the threats to wildlife and the rainforest, I explored the
methods of poaching. Automatic rifles are most commonly used because of
their effectiveness in bringing down a prey quickly. Another method that is
common are wire snares. The traps are usually made of wire and are hidden
well from an unsuspecting prey. When a helpless animal is trapped in a snare it
frantically fights to set itself free causing the snare to tighten. The wire embeds
itself into the flesh and increases the risk of gangrene. Tragically, many
endangered species fall victim to these man made traps. While some do escape,
they unfortunately suffer severe deformities, loss of limbs, or infections due to
injuries.
In my film I reversed the roles of poacher and prey. The poacher is seen as
skillful and powerful against the weak and defenseless prey he hunts. I created
an environment where the poacher becomes a victim to the very same trap he
hunts with, a wire snare. Is his death an accident or is he destined to die
because all he represents is death?
L^esign of LLnvironment and Characters
I wanted to capture the essence of a rainforest A tropical rainforest is filled
with beauty and mystery, from its abundant plant life to its distinct wildlife.
Here are some of the characteristics of the rainforest I captured in my film:
1 -With the dense vegetation and the enormous elevation of large trees,
sunlight barely penetrates through the rainforest When light peaks
through the canopy of the trees beautiful rays of light are created. An
example can be seen in the color stills section on page ix
2-Trees can grow to enormous heights in the rainforest If a tree finds
that the ground they grow on is too weak and shallow to support its
large roots, it adapts by growing buttress roots. These roots grow out of
the ground and up along the sides of the tree. The model I created of a
tree with buttress roots can be seen on page xi
To create the delicate and realistic look of a rainforest in my film, I used 2D
software Fractal Design Painter. The software's diverse drawing tools gave me
the flexibility to create my environments and characters. It became almost
effortless to achieve realistic images with the special brushes in Painter that
worked similar to real paintbrushes. The poacher was created in 3D using Alias
Wavefront/Power Animator. He has a distinct roughness in style since he
resembled something dark and unnatural to the forest
The use of 3D and 2D required extra time devoted to compositing. The 3D
scenes had to blend naturally with the 2D scenes. I rendered the scenes in 3D
with a solid blue background color, just like using a "blue
screen."
When I
composited the 3D and 2D renders in Adobe After Effects, I used the Color
Key Effect. I selected the solid blue background in the 3D scene and with
some tweaking made the blue background invisible and the 2D image shows
through the blue space.
Characters
Venus Flytrap
The opening of my film begins with a flytrap capturing a beetle. I used this
scene metaphorically. It introduces the natural balance of life and death. I
chose to use a flytrap because of its intimidating look. It's a phenomenal
species of plant On each leaf there are about 3 or 4 tiny hairs, that are
sensitive to the touch. When an unsuspecting insect crawls in and the hairs are
touched, the trap is sprung. In the closing of my film the same flytrap begins to
open ready to catch more prey, symbolizing the continuation of life and the
natural necessity of death.
Poacher
I wanted the poacher to be mysterious and dark so I kept the poacher in a
shadow. The model of the poacher is very simple. He had no eyes, ears or a
mouth. I did model a nose to show some form to his face. I had no intentions
on showing facial features and this caused several difficulties. Lighting was
crucial especially when it came to the poacher's face. I spent as much time
lighting my scenes as I spent modeling. There were at least two lights
designated for each object Lights had specific properties for the poacher's
head, body, and rifle. I gave his rifle more light because of its threatening
significance. The large buttress tree the poacher stands next two has as many
as 1 5 lights. An example of the lighting can be seen on page ?
Panther
I used a black panther for its dramatic look, with its black coat and yellow eyes.
The panther blended well with the dark and mysterious feel of the film. The
panther does not have a very aggressive reaction towards the poacher at first
When he pounces on the poacher and the rifle is hurled out of the poacher's
hands, he does not attack. He allows the poacher to escape. As the poacher
runs the panther walks over to the fallen rifle and smells it with curiosity. This is
one of my favorite scenes because it represents the panther's victory over the
object that represents certain death.
Monkey
The monkey appears only once. After the poacher dies, I fade up from black to
a thick growth of trees showing parts of the sky in the distance. You can hear
the soft sounds of life in the rainforest, birds singing, frogs croaking, etc. Then a
monkey climbs down from the trees on the left side of the screen. It walks
down the limb of a tree and disappears on the right side of the screen. The
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pace of the shot was meant to be slow and the perception that peace returns
again throughout the forest Because I do not show the poacher's death, I
needed this scene to show the passage of time.
Gorilla
In the beginning of the film the gorilla is hunted by the poacher and the
poacher is hunted by the black panther. When the panther attacks the poacher,
there is no suggestion of whether he kills the gorilla or not Only until the end
of the film do we see the gorilla again. When the camera moves in closer to
the gorilla she is holding a sleeping baby gorilla.
Music and CDound
After completing the first quarter of my film, I began developing the sound and
music. Stephanie Maxwell, a professor in the Film/Video Department at RIT,
suggested I call Fred Sturm, music professor in The Eastman School of Music.
The Eastman School of Music has many students that will offer their services
free of charge. Mr. Sturm kindly offered to spread the word that I was searching
for a composer under my tight deadlines. He also created and posted a flyer on
his office door requesting a composer for a short animated film. I shortly
succeeded in finding Jonathon Kirk. When I finished half of the film I gave Kirk
a copy to start getting the feel and style of my film. After a couple of meetings,
he showed me samples of what he was working on and we analyzed how it fit
into my film. Kirk gave me a couple of different styles of music. This was very
helpful because I was not limited to one type of music and it opened up other
possibilities.
These were areas we needed to establish with the music:
1 -In the opening scene, (when the Venus flytrap captures the insect) the music
should be soft This scene introduced the mood of the film and I wanted the
music to be different than the rest of the film.
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2-The music had to intensify during the climax of the film, specifically when the
panther was chasing the poacher.
3-Throughout the film I wanted a consistency in style. The shots were
relatively short and there would be visual information lost if the music was
distracting or to diversified.
4-With good communication between the composer and me, these results were
achieved. Towards the completion of my film my composer gave me about five
minutes of music on a CD to use. With Avid MCXPress editing software I easily
synced the music with my scenes. The software allows for quick and precise
editing.
Sound Effects
Just like music, sound effects give a finished quality to a film. For example, I
have a scene where the panther pounces on the poacher and his rifle falls out
of his hands.Without the sound of an object hitting the ground the rifle looked
like it was floating. With the precise sound quality, it brings realism to the
animation.
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Another shot where the sound was very powerful was when the gorilla notices
the poacher and suddenly turns around. The shot was only a couple of
seconds long and when I added a hissing/grunting sound it was very effective.
I think the sound added a sense of realism to the gorilla, which is so important
in making the audience believe in what they are seeing.
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Otoryboard and Animatic
At times I painfully experienced losing track of my storyboard. [A storyboard
gives a broad range of your shots. There is no animation just the insinuation
that there is. It's like your blue print After creating rough sketched and
animations, many of the scenes were not flowing together or making sense. I
would say that 60% of the shots changed. I added five scenes and kept about
20% of the shots the way they looked in the storyboard. What does this say? I
took a risk. I made shots up in my head and then started animating them
without seeing how they looked with my other shots. This is not always a
good idea. Why? One scene alone may be beautiful, but it cannot hold a film
alone. A sequence of shots need to work together in order to tell a story. If
there is any confusion between scenes the audience can interpret your film
differently and may not even get the story. This is why animatics are very
helpful.
The biggest lesson I have learned in making a film is to create regular animatics.
[Animatics are a sequence of still images, with sound and music. In an animatic
the shots are timed. This gives you an idea of the consistency and uniformity of
your scenes.] As I developed my shots, I would bring them into an animatic
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When a scene was not working I could sketch another rough shot without
having to lose valuable time in animation. When I was ready to animate I
animated a few frames at a time and brought these frames into the animatic
This method saved me time and work.
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Conclusion
The destruction humans are leaving on our world is shattering The Fragile
Balance that is necessary in our coexistence with nature and the environment
The deterioration of our rainforest is threatening the existence of mankind.
In creating this independent animated film I accomplished my goal of telling a
story that shows the power of human influence. I portrayed the idea that how
we effect the rainforest and its wildlife, will directly have the same effect on us.
The illegal trading of animals has created a large market for the capturing and
killing of endangered and threatened species. Poaching is part of this illegal
trade and is a major factor in the problems facing the rainforest To express
these issues in my film, I created a poacher who becomes the victim.
My film brings awareness about the environment I am satisfied as an artist,
that I was capable of portraying what I see in my world and exhibit this in an
artistic way. I am sure that an audience of all ages will relate. Maintain an




Treatment A Fragile Dalance
A Venus-fly trap is wide-open waiting for an unsuspecting prey to fall on its hand like petals.
When an ant lands on the plant the trap is set The petals on the Venus-fly trap close over
the ant leaving no escape. The sounds of the ant struggling to escape fade away. In the
background is hunter by himself on his campsite. Behind him suspended on a wire hangs a
fresh zebra skin. On the ground are rhinoceros horns. He is sitting in front of a fire loading
his rifle. On each bullet he loads into the rifle he sees images of the animals he's hunted on
the bullets.
When he finishes loading the gun he disappears into the thick growth of the rainforest. As he
continues to move onward he steps through the mud and vegetation, as it crackles under his
boots. The hunter stops and hides behind a large tree. Instantly he has spotted his prey, a
large gorilla eating. The hunter lifts his gun aiming for the large animal. Suddenly the gorilla
turns around and sees the hunter. The hunter freezes but the gorilla does not charge at the
man nor does he run away. The gorilla bravely watches the hunter.
The hunter puts his finger on the trigger. An object suddenly knocks him to the ground. The
gun is thrown out of his hands. The hunter dazed, sees a large black leopard and
immediately begins to run. His breathing becomes louder and louder as he desperately tries
to escape from the cat. The leopard is not ready to chase him. It walks over the fallen rifle
and sniffs it before walking over it. The hunter's eyes are huge and terrified. There are
monkeys howling in the trees, and sounds from what seems like every animal grows louder
as the man runs through the forest. Suddenly, agonizing screams fill the forest The hunter is
trapped in a wire snare and falls helpless to the forest floor.
The leopard has been watching the hunter and then moves towards him. The howling
monkeys grow quiet, and vultures gather together around the injured hunter. The hunter's
screams gradually fade away. The hunted gorilla bends over and picks up its baby. The
Venus-fly trap opens and the ant lies lifeless on its petals.
Thesis Budget A Fragile Dalance
Estimate In kind Actual
Research: $60 $50 $10
Artist:
Storyboard Artist $615 $600 $15
3-D Modeler $5000 $5000 $0
3-D Animator $7000 $7000 $0
2-D Animator $2000 $2000 $0
Background Artist $3000 $3000 $0
Actor/Voice $50 $50 $0
Music $500 $500 $10
Hardware:
Editing/SVHS $600 $600 $0
SCI Computer w/Alias Wavefront $60,000 (purchased) $60,000 $0
Power Mac 8500/120/32 RAM $3900 $3900 $0
Zip Drive $150 $150 $0
5 Zip Disk $120 $50 $70
IOVHS tapes $100 $100 $80
3 SVHS tapes $40 $40 $35
Software:
Fractal Painter 5.0 $350 $350 $0
Adobe Photoshop 4.0 $600 $600 $0
Soundedit 16.2 $300 $300 $0
Macromedia Director 6.0 $600 $600 $0
Total $83,425 $83,300 $220
Timeline A Fragile Dalance
October '97 Paint backgrounds with watercolors.
Start modeling hunter in 3D.
November '97 Perfect animation with hunter.
See how watercolor background looks with three-dimensional hunter.
Animate gorilla using Painter software. Take a couple of scenes and see
how the watercolor, gorilla, and hunter look together.
December '97 Model Venus-fly trap and finish scenes with it
Model bullet and work with displacement map to add animals to the
bullet
Render animation with hunter.
Half of movie should be done.
January '98 Start animating leopard scenes using Fractal Painter.
Animate monkeys.
February '98 Make sure all scenes are working.
Rework those that don't.
March '98 Clean up scenes and renders.
Add sounds to scenes.
April '98 Finish 1 0-page paper.
May-? Enjoy life!
m
Festivals A Fragile Dalance
K Ottawa International Film Festival
2. Stuttgart International Film Festival
3. Atlanta Film and Video Festival
4. Big Muddy
5. The Annual New York Exposition of Short Film and Video
6. Atlanta Film and Video Festival
7, Brussels Animated Film and Cartoon Week
8. International Animation Festival, Cardiff
9. World Festival of Short Films
10. Cracow International Festival of Short Films
\ I. Toronto International Film Festival
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Venus flytrap Insect walks into trap Trap closes - Fade to black
Poacher loading rifle Fade In/Close-Up of bullet
Image of elephant on bullet
mage of alligator on bullet
Fade Out
Poacher spots his prey Poacher perspective-looking
through scope
Gorilla is frightened
Close-Up - poacher's eyes Close-Up
-
gorilla's eyes Poacher ready to pull the trigger
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Poacher is knocked down from Showing the position of where
behind (not sure how to
accomplish this without
showing the panther
the hunter and rifle fall and
where the panther stands
Fade Up from black
Point of View - poacher
looking up at the sky
16
Pan down -poacher's point of
view
17
Poacher runs Panther smells the rifle
Poacher runs through the forest
20
Howler monkeys howl Close-up - howler monkey
Poacher is trapped in a snare
23
Need another shot Poacher struggles in trap











Monkey walks on a tree limb
29
















I now take the time to give thanks to everyone who's seen the good, bad, and
ugly in me, and still supported and guided me through the completion of my
film.
A special thanks to my parents:
You've seen it and been through it all with me. Thanks for being patient and
positive. I'm finally done! I know! I'm still waiting for the big bucks too! ; )
To Stephanie Maxwell:
I never thought we'd get through the proposal. Our debates were inspiring and
I thank you for guiding me through the start of it all.
To Maria Schweppe:
In the grimiest moment you said, "keep my head up
high."
You always helped
me get those last minute things done. Thanks!
To Skip Battaglia:
While we analyzed every perspective of my scenes, you humored me with your
tales of travel. Thank you for always making light of things.
To Howard Lester
Thank you for your support and guidance through the making of my film.
To Jack Slutzky.
You were always there to lend moral support Your honesty and hospitable
nature will be remembered.
To Jennifer Cisney:
You have been there through the hardest times and always welcomed a helping
hand. Thank you for being such a devoted friend.
To Sherif Sadek:
My triumph in the end could not have been possible without your support I
thank you from the bottom of my heart
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To Jennifer Yang:
"Jenn, I have a
question."
Does this sound familiar? Thank you for helping me
with all those Unix questions. The long talks we always had made spending
1 5 hours in the lab a little better : P
To George Stankovich:
No more sleepy and hungry days in the 3D lab!
To Evelyn Pervaiz:
I admired admired the humor you had with life. You are a treat to be around.
I thank everyone who never looked the other way and I hope I have given the
same gratitude in return for your support
Thanks again,
Monique B. Aviles
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